A FEW THANGS TO KNOW IF YOU’RE GOING TO
TAKE YOUR MUSIC SERIOUSLY AND WANT TO
MAKE MONEY DOING IT
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These are issues that may seem minor when you are
writing or recording your music, but they can quickly
turn into major issues and may hinder your chances of
success. If you do not address these issues early then
your actions are essentially conveying that you don’t
expect to be successful because problems usually don’t
occur until you start getting momentum (i.e., radio
spins, online streams).
Secure agreements, clearances, and waivers with
everyone who is involved in your music.
Agreements with Collaborators
What do you think happens in the following scenario?
You collaborate with a producer associate and release
the music. The producer never signs an agreement but
verbally commits to your project. The song becomes
hot and promotional downloads go through the roof! A
major record company recognizes the song’s success

and offers your friend a huge amount of money to sign
with it and reproduce the song for one of its major
artists. Is the associate going to give you a fair share of
all of the money that he is going to make from his new
deal? If you confidently can answer “yes” then you do
not have to worry about this issue.
For the rest of us, make sure that you have solid
agreements in place before releasing any music,
whether promotional or commercial.
Waivers For Contributing Talent
Be aware of any waivers that you may need to obtain
to legally release your music. First, ask any
contributing talent (side artist, co-writer, composer,
etc.) if they are signed to a company; and, second,
verify what they tell you by doing your research. The
following scenario illustrates a typical mistake by
people in the industry.
So you got a hot side artist to do a guest appearance on
your track. You know that having this artist on the
track will help sales and exposure so you are excited.
The side artist comes into the studio and laid down a
few quick verses for you in exchange for a reasonable
fee. You were even savvy enough to have him sign a

side artist agreement on his way out to make it all
binding, right? Wrong. Any hot artist is likely to be
signed to a record label and they have the exclusive
rights to that artist. Once that side artist appears on
your track, you are at the mercy of the side artist’s
record label.
Without a signed performance waiver from the record
label, your track is worthless because it cannot be
legally released. This is potentially a bad situation
because if the record label wants a large fee to grant
the clearance you have to pay it to release the track. If
you ignore the record label, then they will come after
you, have your music pulled, and freeze all of your
profits until the issue is resolved. And what about that
fee you already paid to the side artist? Good luck
getting that back or applying it towards the fee to
obtain the waiver. You just paid a sucker fee.
Planning and research will save you serious
headaches!
Split Sheets And Why Are They Important
A “split sheet” is an agreement that identifies each
contributor to a song and sets forth each person’s
copyright ownership percentage. The split sheet should

include other pertinent information as well, such as the
contributors’ performing rights organization, the
specific contribution of each person (i.e., beats,
melody, core lyrics, hook), and the start and
completion dates of the specific contribution.
Also, it should indicate whether different versions of
the song were created. These details may not seem
important in the early stages of creating a song, but a
split sheet serves as each contributor’s evidence of
copyright ownership.
For clarity purposes, do not mistake a split sheet with
registering your copyright interest with the U.S.
Copyright Office. A split sheet and a federal copyright
registration together will give you solid proof of your
copyright interest in a song.
The biggest mistake that collaborating songwriters
and producers make is failing to complete a split
sheet!
This is a problem because if the song becomes
successful, which is the intent of all collaborations,
then there is a risk that one of the songwriters, or more
likely his or her publisher, will claim that he or she
should own a larger percentage of the song than
originally assumed. Also, under U.S. Copyright Law, if

no agreement exists between the contributors, the
default assumption is that all of the contributors jointly
own an undivided equal share of a song. This division
may be acceptable in situations where the actual work
was equal among the contributors, but the default
would also apply where one person makes only a
minimum contribution, such as a sound engineer that
never signed a work-for-hire agreement. The easy way
to alleviate this potential problem is to have the song
contributors fill out a split sheet prior to getting too far
into the creative process. The excuse I frequently hear
is that nobody wanted to “rock the boat” during the
creative session, which is a valid concern, but my
recommendation is to have the collaborators meet at a
time and place outside a creative session to discuss
business and sign a split sheet.
A split sheet is also important because your
administrator or accountant can use it to collect your
royalties from record companies and your performing
rights organization. This is important because a
distributing record company will withhold all
mechanical royalties generated by singles and albums
that embody a song where the ownership percentages
are not correct. Likewise, the performing rights
societies will withhold all performance royalties until

any split disputes are resolved.
Determining Publishing Splits
In concept, splits should be allocated according to a
collaborator’s contribution to a song. Unfortunately,
this is not a bright line concept because a contributor
may believe that his or her contribution is more
valuable to the final result than the other contributors
may view it to be. For example, if a song is divided up
based on quantifiable measures, such as the lines of
lyrics or music written, then a contributor who only
wrote the hook to a song would only be entitled to
about ten percent of the overall song. The contributor
who wrote the hook might not believe this method to
be fair if the hook is frequently looped in the song and
clearly raises the quality of the entire song, which is
typical in rap. There are countless examples like this so
the bottom line is that all of the contributors need to
come to an agreement and sign a split sheet.
What Split Should I Receive As The Producer Of A
Song?
The true answer to this question is the same answer
that applies to all terms in music contracts, “it depends
on the situation,” but since that typical attorney answer
is probably going to result in a blank stare on your face

and make you question why you are even reading this,
let me offer some insight according to my experience.
Each genre of music has its own “standards” when it
comes to dividing up copyright ownership to the
contributors of a song. In Urban music (Hip-Hop/
Rhythm & Blues), a producer is typically going to
receive a minimum of fifty percent (50%) of the song,
less any portion allocated to existing samples, because
the music significantly contributes to the success of a
song. To warrant such a large share an Urban producer
is expected to not only deliver a finished master, as
opposed to just beats, but to also manage the project
and sometimes mentor the artist. In the Rock and Pop
genres a producer typically receives an equal share of
all of the contributors based on the notion that the
music and lyrics are equally important to the end result.
Rock and Pop producers are also expected to help
make the song successful by using their connections
with industry professionals.
In Country music, a producer typically does not share
in copyright ownership unless the producer also
contributes lyrics. I have done deals where a producer
receives a fee that is intended to compensate the
producer for his or her efforts and buy out any rights,
but I have noticed that Nashville publishers are not

interested in dealing with producer contributors. Lastly,
in the jazz and classical genres, producers rarely
receive any copyright ownership in a song. As you can
see, if you are an urban producer you may not be
interested in collaborating with certain other genres
unless there is an ancillary benefit.
“Industry Standard” Splits
There are no absolute deal terms in the music industry
but unless you have some kind of leverage and a good
attorney, you will probably not be able to receive deal
terms more favorable than the industry standards set
forth above.
The term “leverage” is basically a strategic or tactical
advantage over a contracting party, or you have
something that the other person wants so they want to
work with you. This could be a connection that you
have with a company or person, an attractive upcoming
project that could be used to cross-market, or
something else that is desirable. If you have leverage
then the most effective way to use it is to have an
experienced professional, such as a manager or
attorney, maximize your deal terms. If strategically
done, you will not offend the other party and end up
with a great deal.

Groups or Bands
With respect to groups that include a producer
member, it is important to enter into a group agreement
so that there are no misunderstandings. I have worked
with groups that decide to divide all copyright
ownerships equally regardless of the group member’s
contribution and I have worked with groups that assign
the copyright ownership to a jointly owned publishing
company and determine on a song-by-song basis how
each contributor will share in the income. The
agreement is whatever works best for the group, but
what you do not want is to create songs with no
agreement in place beforehand and allows the
opportunity for a dispute to arise after the fact.
Despite the fact that, legally, a co-owner of a copyright
can grant certain non-exclusive rights, a company or
person in the music industry is not likely to offer an
opportunity for a song that is in dispute.
Set Objectives That Fit The New Industry Model
If you haven’t noticed, the traditional model of selling
CDs and downloads is rapidly disappearing. The
number of brick and mortar retail stores has diminished
considerably, automobiles are now being manufactured
with media players and streaming capabilities, and the
younger generation has grown up more accustom to

streaming music from sites like Spotify, Apple, and
Amazon then purchasing music. If the majors are
struggling to consistently sell music with multi-million
dollar marketing budgets, then it is highly unlikely that
you are going to achieve significant sales. So why
would it be your goal to get a record deal that
focuses on selling music?
It makes much more business sense to allocate more
resources toward your marketing and promotional
efforts that build you as a brand, such as social media,
and distribute your music digitally through one of the
many digital aggregators. Most deals with digital
aggregators are limited to digital distribution so you
can still pursue a worthwhile pressing and distribution
deal for physical product, if desired (i.e., maybe to
have something to sell at concerts).
You can no longer be profitable by depending solely
on the income generated from selling music!
The new music industry is structured to brand artists
and use music as a promotional tool to capture multiple
revenue streams.
Nowadays, you will see brands sponsor artists like a
NASCAR automobile. For example, I have done deals
where artists are paid to use or promote hair products,

water, guitars, clothing, shoes, banking services, and
even band aids. Artists have always had sponsorship or
endorsement deals, but now they are more lucrative
because of an artist can use his or her social media to
reach the masses.
As I’ve stated above, the industry has moved towards a
revenue model that also capitalizes on ancillary
income, which is why the Majors have all embraced in
some form or fashion the concept of what I call an
“Entertainment Deal” (other buzz words include the
“360” concept or the “new world” initiative). These
deals consist of a traditional recorded music agreement
plus additional grant of rights to the Majors of nonrecord related revenue streams. These Entertainment
Deals can take form as a single deal or multiple deals,
where the Major is entitled to share in one or more
revenue streams from activities or services, such as
management, touring, merchandising, publishing,
technology (Internet and mobile phone content), or any
other passive opportunity in which an artist may
engage. Whether you have an Entertainment Deal with
a Major or you handle your own career, you need to
create opportunities that generate income from
ancillary activities, such as your participation in
television shows, motion pictures, live performances,

product and service endorsements, and sponsorships.
It is definitely feasible for talent to create shared
revenue opportunities that reflect the structure of those
of the majors. The larger deals, such as partnerships
between Live Nation and major acts, are going to be
geared towards the more established artists and
companies that can fill stadiums, but we are already
seeing smaller companies that are not in the recorded
music industry team up with record companies and
talent to cross market and promote their products, such
as smaller concert venues, clothing companies, energy
drinks, liquor companies, and book stores. The industry
is wide open so any creative combination that makes
business sense to both parties is possible.
Do Not Distribute Your Music Before You Are
Ready
Newer musicians may find success in distributing their
music from the “trunk” (or nowadays their own
website, social media page, or other digital platform
like Sound Cloud), but if a musician’s objective is to
generate significant exposure, then distributing music
prematurely without a plan is like passing out
business cards before you have your business set up.
Simply, music is your product and that is what you
must sell or license, or use to promote yourself to

make money. If you attract consumers, but there is
nothing for them to purchase or no reason for them to
remain interested then you loose credibility. It is hard
to get a consumer to come back for a second look. Set
your release up correctly so that you can systematically
take advantage of the initial waive that your set up will
bring.
Marketing and promotions is how you generate record
sales and exposure, and this is the most expensive
component of releasing music. If you plan to be
successful, then you have to have enough funds on
hand to spark and maintain an interest in your music.
It is possible to use inexpensive means such as social
media to help with marketing and promotions, but that
alone probably won’t work. You need to have funds to
support the set up period for your music (2-4 months
prior to release) and to sustain any momentum for at
least a calendar quarter following your release date.
The amount of money that you need will depend on
your target market (i.e., select cities, regional, or
national). Take some time to develop your marketing
and promotions plan so that it can be properly
coordinated with your release date.
An International Standard Recording Code (ISRC)
identifies sound recordings and is always associated

with a particular recording (not the work itself).
Different versions will have a separate ISRC code.
Obtaining these codes is necessary for tracking
purposes because digital services use the code for
royalty payments. To find out more information about
this topic you can visit www.usisrc.org.
Sample Clearances
Make sure that any pre-existing samples are cleared in
your music. It is an urban legend that you can use a
small part of an existing song without clearing it with
the rights owner. This is simply not true!
There are two issues to consider when clearing a
sample, clearing the recorded music sample and
clearing the underlying musical composition (the
underlying lyrics and music). For each clearance, there
are three issues to consider:
• Rights. Negotiations depend on what kind of rights
you are seeking (i.e., limited rights for a small release,
commercial release rights, territories, duration, scope
of media rights, licensing, etc.).
•
Compensation.
Negotiations depend on the
popularity of the sample and the grant of rights.
Owners of very popular music may require a
substantial advance payment on royalties, non-

recoupable fee for the use, and/or roll over payments
(i.e., multiple advance payments triggered by a set
number of sales).
• Credit. Negotiations depend on what would be
beneficial to the sample owner. Some may want
extensive credits, including in advertisements to
remind the public as to where to purchase the original,
or sample owners may not want credits to show if they
think that it would diminish the value of the original or
there are other plans for the sample (i.e., a sample done
by a more known artist).
So, why bother clearing samples? A reason that might
hit home is that unauthorized sampling of music could
potentially cost you up to $150,000.00 per use! A court
would decide the amount, but a definite consequence is
that your music would be pulled from radio and stores
immediately. That same sample could have probably
been easily cleared for less than $2,000.00 before
distribution. If you clear samples before releasing
music the owner will be much more reasonable in
negotiations and it will save you the hassle and money.
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